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THE LEVEL MANIFOLD OF
A GENERALIZED TODA EQUATION HIERARCHY

YOSHIMASA NAKAMURA

Abstract. The finite nonperiodic Toda lattice equation induces a linear one-

parameter flow on a space of rational functions. The level manifold of the Toda

equation hierarchy is shown to be a product of lines. Our main results establish

a generalization of this Toda hierarchy which will be called the cyclic-Toda

hierarchy. It is proved that the cyclic-Toda hierarchy is completely integrable

and its level manifold is difTeomorphic to a disjoint union of cylinders.

1. Introduction

Let ¿%at(n) be a space of real coefficient rational functions of the form

q(z) _      qn-\z"-x + --- + qxz + q0
(1) f(z) =

p(z)      zn+pn-Xz"-1+---+pxz+po

where {pk , qk}kes € r2" wn-h yT = {0, 1, ..., n - 1}, z £ CU {00} , and the
numerator q(z) and the denominator p(z) do not have any common factor.

It is known that each f(z) can be labelled by the Cauchy index I e {-n, —n +

2, ... , « - 2, «} , which is a winding number as z ranges over the reals from
-00 to +00 [G]. Thus the number of the connected components of Mat(n) is

n + 1 [B]. Let âêat'(n) be the connected component having the Cauchy index

/. It is to be noted that each rational function f(z) of the component &atn(n)

admits the partial fraction expansion

(2) f(z) =_l-_V exp(Qfc)

where {ak, Çk}keyr e R2n and Cj ¿ Ck for j£k.
The finite nonperiodic Toda equation is a completely integrable dynamical

system which is of great interest from the point of view of pure mathematics as

well as applications. It originated as a description of a one-dimensional lattice
of particles with nearest neighbour exponential interaction. The equation of

motion takes a Lax form [F] which is a system of nonlinear ODEs. Moser [M]
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showed that the equation of motion can be linearized to the system

(3) P~ = Ck,        ^ = 0v ; dtx       k dtx

for k £ JV, where tx £ R and {a;t, Ck}ke¿r are coordinates of Matn(n).

This implies that the Toda equation induces a linear one-parameter flow on
3latn(n), <f>j : R x âêatn(n) -* Matn(n), defined by

(4)

,     (t 1 ^ exp(a*)\

1 yn exp(a/t + tiCk)

Eje* exp(Qj- + r, Cj) £¿       z - Ck

Note that the denominator does not change under the action.

For a fixed denominator p(z), we define a subspace

p(z) : fixed(5) âêatp(n) = l[f(z) = q^-)£âlat(n)

of âêat(n). This class of rational functions also appears in control theory as a

family of controllable linear dynamical systems with constant coefficients. The

number of connected components of ¿%atp(ri) is 2r, where r is the number

of real distinct roots of p(z) [KM]. Krishnaprasad [K] proved that each con-
nected component can be identified with certain cylinders (product of lines and

circles) in terms of the local geometry of ¿%atp(n). For example, the connected

component ¿%atp(n) of ¿%atp(n) having the Cauchy index n is diffeomorphic

to R» , where p(z) = \~[k^(z - fc), {Çk}keAr e W and Cj Í Ck for j: ï k .
It will be shown in §4 that ¿%atp(n) can be regarded as the level manifold of

the finite nonperiodic Toda equation hierarchy. This explains why the Toda
equation induces a one-parameter flow on ¿%atp(n). However it is not known

what class of nonlinear integrable systems has level manifold diffeomorphic to

the cylinders. This bring us to the main purpose of this paper.

Recently the author [N^ considered a space of complex coefficient rational
functions which emerges in gauge theory [D]. The space is smooth and con-

nected, and can be regarded as the moduli space of 611(2) «-monopoles. In

[Ni], a generalized Toda equation called the complex cyclic-Toda hierarchy is

found to parametrize the moduli space of monopoles. Physically, the induced

flow on the moduli space describes a phase shift of monopoles. A control the-

oretical picture of the real cyclic-Toda hierarchy has been discussed in [N2]. A

member of the hierarchy describes a time shift of the associated controllable

linear dynamical system. Here the notion of hierarchy structure of nonlin-

ear integrable systems has played an important role in mathematical physics.

The terminology "hierarchy" denotes a system of (usually infinite) equations

describing a commuting set of dynamical flows on some (infinite-dimensional)

manifold. In a special sector, the original nonlinear system, such as the KdV
equation, is included. Several classes of hierarchies are known, for example, the

KP hierarchy (a generalization of the KdV hierarchy) [SS, DKJM], the infinite

Toda hierarchy [UT], and the self-dual Yang-Mills hierarchy [N3, T]. In [M],
Moser already pointed out a finite hierarchy structure of the finite nonperiodic

Toda equation as an analogue of the KdV hierarchy. Moser's hierarchy can be
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viewed as a finite-dimensional sector of the infinite Toda hierarchy and will be

called the Jacobi-Toda hierarchy in this paper.

In the next section we introduce the cyclic-Toda hierarchy, which is a com-

patible nonlinear system of Lax form with supplementary linear systems. This

hierarchy describes an isospectral deformation of cyclic matrices and can be
regarded as a natural generalization of the Jacobi-Toda hierarchy. In §3, we

construct a unique solution of the cyclic-Toda hierarchy by using the QR decom-

position of nonsingular matrices. The Jacobi-Toda hierarchy is an isospectral

deformation equation of Jacobi matrices. The level manifold of the Jacobi-Toda

hierarchy is shown to be diffeomorphic to W in §4. The cyclic-Toda hierar-

chy in fact induces a flow on submanifolds of 3?atp(n) having any Cauchy

index /, as observed in §5. In §6, we prove that the cyclic-Toda hierarchy is

a completely integrable Hamiltonian system and its level manifold is a disjoint

union of cylinders Tm x R"~m . The cyclic-Toda hierarchy would be presum-

ably the first example of a finite-dimensional hierarchy whose level manifold

has nontrivial topology.

2. Definition of the cyclic-Toda hierarchy

In this section we introduce the real cyclic-Toda hierarchy and show how the

hierarchy is related to the usual finite nonperiodic Toda equation. Let t be a
set of n real parameters (time variables),

(6) t — {to, tx, ... , tn-X} = {tk}keyr € R" .

Let A = A(t) be an n x n matrix function of t satisfying the system of n
nonlinear equations of Lax form

(7) ^- = [Ak(tUT-Ak(tU,A(t)]

for k £JV. Here A¿_ and AT denote the strictly lower triangular part and the

transpose of A, respectively. Obviously, A(t) does not depend on i0 •

Next we discuss the compatibility of (7). Set

Fk(t) = Ak(t)zT-Ak(t)z.

The compatibility conditions lead to the system of zero curvature equations

for k, I £JV. Namely, if (8) is satisfied, then (7) is compatible. We can prove

the converse of this as follows. By using a similarity action G : A —> GAG~X,

where G is a sequence of Householder matrices, we can always assume that the
initial value .4(0) takes the form of an upper Hessenberg matrix:

/ *    .   * \

\0 *   */
Since (7) is a system of isospectral deformation equations of .4(0) (from the

standard theory of Lax equations), Spec4(i) = Spec.4(0). There is a lemma
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in linear algebra [G] which states that U(t)A(t) = A(0)U(t) for some nonsin-

gular upper triangular matrix U(t). This asserts that A(t) also takes the upper
Hessenberg form for any t £R" . Thus Fk are skew-symmetric band matrices.

From (7),

™M-[Fk(t),At)) = o

for / £ yV. Inserting A1 = G¡- F¡ into the above, where G¡ are upper triangu-
lar, we can see that Fk should satisfy the system of zero curvature equations (8).

Namely, the dynamical flows induced by (7) mutually commute. It is shown

that (7) is equivalent to (8). The details of the proof can be given similarly to

[Ni, Proposition 1] (for skew-hermitian band matrices).

When A(t) is similar to a Jacobi matrix of the form

0 \

Mt) =

(ax

bx

VO

bx

a2

an-\

bn-i

bn-\

(t)

with bj(t) > 0, the compatible system (7) is essentially equivalent to Moser's

system of finite nonperiodic Toda equations [M]. He considered the case where
tx — t2 = ■■■ = tn_x and showed that the original Toda equation (with respect

to tx ) induces the flow (4) on Matn(n). We recall that each rational function

on the flow is expressed as

(9) f(z;tx) = exT(zI-Aj(tx))-xex,

where ex T = ( 1 0 • • • 0). This class of rational functions always admits the

expansion (2) and det(z/ - Aj(tx)) is independent of tx .

Finally, in this section we give additional systems of linear equations. Let

B(t) and C(t) be n x 1 and 1 x n vectors, respectively, satisfying

dB(t)

(10)

-(Ak(t) + Ak(t)zT

S^UMAk,*    T

dtk

dtk
= -C(t)(A*(t),

-Ak(t)¿)B(t),

Ak(t)z)

for k £JV. The existence of such B(t) is checked as follows. The compatibility

condition of the first equality of (10) is

dAk      ÍF     4h      9Al 4h,dFk       dFl   ,  ¡F     F1_n
-dïl--[Fl>A]--dïk-+lFk>A] + ~dï;-drk+[Fk'Fl]-0

for k, I £ Jf.   Then the compatibility of (7) gives rise to that of the first

equality of (10). We omit the compatibility of the second equality.

Now set

(11) {Ao,B0,Co} = {A(0),B(0),C(0)}.

The vectors B and C are called cyclic vectors of some matrix A if they satisfy

rank(B AB •■• An~xB) = n,        rank(CT ATCT ■■ ■ AT"-xCr) = n,
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respectively. The matrix A is a cyclic matrix of B and C. To investigate

the level manifold in terms of ¿%at(n) we assume that Bo and Co are cyclic

vectors of some Ao in the subsequent sections. Equivalently, we assume that

the triplet (11) satisfies for all k £ C

(i) (XI - Ao   Bo) is surjective,

(ii)  (Ucf°) is injective.

We shall call the generalized Toda equation hierarchy (7) with the supple-

mentary systems (10) satisfying (i) and (ii) the (real) cyclic-Toda hierarchy. We
also call the hierarchy where A0 is similar to a Jacobi matrix the Jacobi-Toda

hierarchy.

3. Construction of solutions

Since the cyclic-Toda hierarchy (7) and (10) satisfies the Lipschitz condition
(for any í e 1" ), there exist a unique solution {A(t), B(t), C(t)} for any initial

value (11). In this section we construct the solution explicitly by using the QR

decomposition (a Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure). Consider the

QR decomposition of the matrix exponential

(12) expf^MSUô-'iW),
\keyr       /

where Q is an orthogonal matrix and R is an upper triangular matrix with
positive diagonal entries. Since exp(^jt€yf tkAo) is nonsingular, there uniquely
exist the factors such that Q(0) = I and R(0) = I. We can prove

Lemma 1. The triplet {A(t), B(t), C(t)} defined by

(13) A(t) = Q(t)AoQ~x(t),    B(t) = R(t)B0,    C(t) = C0Q~l(t)

uniquely solves the initial value problem for (7) and (10) for any iel".

Proof. Taking derivatives of both sides of (12), we have

e4e-.=-ffi.Q-.+||.*-.
for k £ JV. Since the first and the second terms of the r.h.s. are skew symmetric
and upper triangular, respectively, it follows that

f£ • <T' = (Ô4Ô-')zT - (QAkoQ~xU = Ak(t)S - Ak(t)z ,

ft R— •/?-' = QAkQ~x + (QAkQ~xUT - (QAkQ~x)z

= Ak(t) + Ak(t)zT -Ak(t)L.

On the other hand, taking derivatives of (13), we have

dA(t)

dtk §f-e-'^>
3B(t)_dR        , dC(t) _ dQ        ,
-dïT-Wu'*  *(í)'     -dtV--C{t)oTk-Q   ■

We can easily check that {A(t), B(t), C(t)} given by (12) and (13) satisfies (7)
and (10) and L4(0), B(0), C(0)} = {A0, B0, C0}.    D
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We obtain a nontrivial flow {A0, B0, C0} -> {A(t), B(t), C(t)} in R"x"+2«

from Lemma 1. The solution A(t) is orthogonally similar to Aq . Thus the

eigenvalues of Ao clearly give constants of motion of (7). The evolution (13) is

a continuous time version [N2] of the QR algorithm for finding eigenvalues of

Hessenberg matrices. It was Symes' observation [S] that the QR algorithm of

Jacobi matrices is closely linked to the integration of the Jacobi-Toda equation.

Recently Moser and Veselov [MV] showed that by factoring quadratic, in a

parameter, matrix polynomials and by exchanging the factors a class of discrete
analogues of the Lax equations can be integrated.

4. The level manifold of the Jacobi-Toda hierarchy

In the Jacobi case the eigenvalues Çk of Ao are real distinct. The finite

nonperiodic Toda equation itself is a Hamiltonian system with the Hamiltonian

Hj = j trace A2 .

The Toda equation induces the flow (4) on ¿%atn(n).   We remark that the

2-form

Oij = 5Z dak A dCk
keyr

defines a symplectic structure on ¿%atn(n). The 2-form a>j is a slight mod-

ification of that given in [DLuTr]. Let us consider the level manifold of the

Jacobi-Toda hierarchy. Set

Hj = -r^-r trace Aj,+X(t)
1     j + l J

for j £JV. From (7), we can easily check that

dHj

dtk
o

for j, k £JV. This implies that the H¡ are constants of motion. Indeed, we

can write down Hj explicitly, H¡ = j+rEk&^^k ■ Denne the Hamiltonian

vector fields on &atn(n) by

<14> *'-£«&kaJf k

for j £ JV. Clearly [Xj, Xk] = 0, namely, Hj are in involution. The level

manifold is now defined by

(15) Jfj = {f(z) £ ¿%atnp(n) | Hj = Cj, j £ jV} ,

where 3latp(n) -âêatn(n)\^âêatp(n) and cj are constants. Clearly, JKj isa
connected submanifold of ¿%atn(n). From (14) we have

Lemma 2. The vector fields Xj are complete and act transitively on the level

manifold JKj.

Furthermore, the action of {Xj}j€yy is free and can be expressed as <pj :
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Jfj defined by

1 y expH)\

_1_ y> exp(gfc + ¿Zjejr tjCj)

' Ejes exp(Q; + ¿Zitsr UC'k) ¿ z - Ck

It has been proved that

Proposition 1. The level manifold J?j of the Jacobi-Toda hierarchy is diffeomor-

phic to the product of n-lines, that is, Jfj ~ W .

As a consequence of the above discussion we have the following (with obvious

proof)

<17> 917 = «-     âi7 = °

Proposition 2. The Jacobi-Toda hierarchy is linearized on ¿%atn(n) to

tj      ^ ' dtj

for all j ,k£jV.

Compare (17) with Moser's system (3). The coordinates Ck and ak are re-

garded as the action and angle variables, respectively. We have shown that

the Jacobi-Toda hierarchy induces a linear «-parameter flow on ¿%atn(n).

Krishnaprasad [K] defined the level manifold Jfj of the linearlized Jacobi-

Toda equation (3) by

JTj = {f(z) £ <%atnp(n) | Cj = c'j,J£jV}

and gave a proof that Jfj ~ R" under the assumption that not one of the c'j

is zero. However, his expression of action is not correct and if one of the c'¡ is

zero, then the transitivity is destroyed.

Let us consider the foliation of ¿%atn(n),

&atn{n)= [j £?at"p(n),

p€M"

where p = {Pk}k&yr with p(z) = Hk€N(z - Ck) ■ Since the action 4>j does
not change {C/t}fce^' the level manifold J?j can be identified with the leaf
&at;(n).

5. The cyclic-Toda hierarchy and rational functions

We first fix the expression of the initial value {.40 > #o > Q} in a canonical

form in order to carry out a one-to-one correspondence between each triplet

and rational function of 3êat(ri). For any {A0, B0, Co} , define

(18) f(z;0) = C0(zI-A0)-iB0.

Since {^o > -#o > Q} satisfies (i) and (ii), the degree of f(z ; 0) is precisely « .

Namely, /(z; 0) takes the form of (1), where p(z) and q(z) are coprime. Let

§5,(R) be a space of cyclic matrices and vectors

Wn(R) = {{A,B,C}£ Rnxn x RnxX x Rlx"|5andCare cyclic vectors of.4}.
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Define an algebraic group action on W„(R), ß : 0£(«, R) x Wn(R) -> Wn(R), by

ß(G,A,B,C) = (GAG~X, GB, CG~X).

Let us call ß the similarity action on Wn(R). It is to be noted that if {Ao, Bo,

C0} gives f(z; 0) through (18), then so does {GA0G~X, GB0, C0G~1} for any
<5£(«, R) matrix G. Hence the orbit space ^(R)/0£(«, R) of the similarity
action can be viewed as the space Mat(n). Using ß , for any given rational

function f(z ; 0) we can uniquely determine a matrix Ao and its cyclic vectors

Bq and Co of the form

(19)

/0

1

\0

0

o
i

-Po \

-Pn-2

-Pn-l )

I <*>  \
5n =

an-2

\qn-i

Cb = (0-"01),

rank

and vice versa. The following proposition is the key connection between the

level manifold and the space of rational functions.

Proposition 3. If BQ and Co are cyclic vectors of Ao, then B(t) and C(t) are

cyclic vectors of A(t) for any t £ Rn .

Proof. Consider the 0£(«, R) similarity action ß induced by G = R(t) to

get
rank(A/ - A0 B0) = rank(A/ - R(t)A0R-x(t) R(t)B0).

From Lemma 1 we see that (ÀI-RA0R~X RB0) = (M-RQ~XAQR-X B). Here
let us note that RQ~X = öexp(^o)ß_1 = exp(^) from (12). Thus it is proved

that
rank(A7 - A0 B0) = rank(A7 - A(t) B(t)).

On the other hand, using the similarity action induced by G = Q(t) and Lemma

1 we have

'k,c:°)--^{i,-^V'])--^'ciT)-
From the assumption we check that {A(t), B(t), C(t)} actually satisfies (i) and

(ii) for any t £ R" .    D

Corollary 1. If f(z ; 0) £ ¿%atl(n), then the parametric rational function defined

by

(20) f(z;t) = C(t)(zI-A(t))-xB(t)

is an element of 3latl(n) for any t £ Rn .

This implies that the cyclic-Toda hierarchy induces a flow on each connected

component âêatl(n) determined by choice of the initial value {Aq , Bo, Co} ■

Moreover, since det(z/ - A(t)) = det(z/ - A0), we have

Proposition 4. // f(z ; 0) £ âlatp(n), then f(z ; /) £ 3?atp(n) for any t £ R" .

The space 3latp(n) has 2r connected components, where r is the number

of real distinct roots Cj of p(z). Write Cj in order, C\ < C2 < • ■ ■ < Cr ■ Let

s be a multi-index s = {si, S2,..., sr}, where Sj = ±1.  If an odd number
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of zeros of the numerator q(z) are on the interval (Cj, Cj+\)■> we assign 1

to Sj for 1 < j < r — 1. Otherwise, we assign -1 to Sj. Set sr = 1 if

the coefficient of the highest power of z in q(z) is positive. Otherwise, set

sr = -1. Now each connected component of ¿%atlp(n) = ¿%atl(ri) P\3êatp(n)

can be distinguished by the index s. In what follows let ¿%atps(n) denote

each connected component. Consequently, we have

(21) ¿%atp(n) = UU 3? at'p's(n).
I    s

The index s depends on the Cauchy index /. For example, if

p(z)= Yl(z-Ck)   for Ckïti, Ck^R,
ke.r

then ¿%atp(n) itself is connected and is congruent to âêatp's(n) with 5 =

{1, ... , 1}. Moreover, âlatpn = âlatpn's'(«) with 5'= {-1, ... , -1} . Tak-

ing account of Corollary 1 and Proposition 4 we see that the cyclic-Toda hier-

archy induces a flow on ¿%atlps(n).

6. The level manifold of the cyclic-Toda hierarchy

First we show the complete integrability of the cyclic-Toda hierarchy simply

by letting the cyclic matrix A(t) give rise to constants of motion.
Define

Hj = ^— trace Aj+l(t)1       7+1 W

for j £ JV. From (7) we see that

dJk-o
dtk

for j, k £JV, namely, the Hj are constants of motion. Let us introduce the
level manifold Jic of the cyclic-Toda hierarchy through

(22) Jfc = ULM'"' •    <''* = {/(*) € &at¡,<s{n)\ Hj = Cj, j£^},
l    s

where Cj are constants determined by the coefficients of p(z) = det(zl - A).

Clearly, JKC is not connected and Jf¡,s are smooth open submanifolds of

3êatlps(n), respectively. From (12) and (13) we get

Lemma 3. The rational function f(z ; t) defined by (20) satisfies

(23) f(z ; i) = C0(z7 - ^o)"1 exp ( £ tkA0k) B0.

We choose here local coordinates {p¡■■, qj}j^jr on ¿%atl(n). The Hamil-

tonian Hc of the cyclic-Toda hierarchy is given by H2 . Consider complete

Hamiltonian vector fields on ¿%atl(ri),

(24) **=¿4<fc-i^-r

for te/, where akj are the (i, j) elements of A\ . It is not hard to see that

[Xj, Xk] — 0 for j, k £ JV . Since Aq is a cyclic matrix, the vector fields are

linearly independent. Thus we have
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Theorem 1. The cyclic-Toda hierarchy is completely integrable in the classical

sense ofLiouville.

In [DLNT], it was shown that the finite nonperiodic Toda equation on a

generic orbit (a truncation of Toda equation) is completely integrable. We re-

mark here that every cyclic-Toda hierarchy is not on the generic orbit in their

sense. In [DLT] it was shown that the QR algorithm is the integer time eval-

uation of a completely integrable Hamiltonian system for initial data given by

generic matrices. It would be interesting to make clear the relationship between

Theorem 1 and the results in [DLNT, DLT].
Now we can show that the level manifold is diffeomorphic to a disjoint union

of cylinders. Corollary 1 and Proposition 4 again assert that {Xk}k€yy spans an

«-dimensional tangent space of âêatlps(n) at any point. Lemma 3 shows that

Xk act transitively on Jtè's. The action of {Xk}keJr is abelian and expressed

as (pc: 1" x JtJ-s -> JtJ-s defined by

(25) Mt,f(z;0)) = f(z;t).

Hence

Jt¡>* = {f(z;t) | f(z;0)£^atl/(n),  t£Rn}.

Noting that dim^.''1 = « and Jfcl,s is open, we have

Jí¿'s =âëat'p's(n),

and consequently, Jfc = 3latp(n).

From the connectedness of Jfc ,s we can see that the action (¡>c on J(c ,s is

free. Let Yf be an isotropy group at any /(z; 0) £ ¿%atlps(n) of the abelian

action 4>c

(26) Tf = {t£R" \4>c(t,f(z;0)) = f(z;Q)}.

Since fa is transitive, the connected component JtJ 's of the level manifold

Jfc is diffeomorphic to the quotient manifold Rn ¡Yf. Noting again that the Xk

are linearly independent on Jf¡ •s, we see that Yf is a discrete subgroup of R" .

It is known that the discrete subgroup is isomorphic to Zm for some m £ yf.

Thus Jfc's — Rk/!/" . The uniformly varying global coordinates y/ mod 2tt

and a can be expressed as linear functions of t = {to, tx, ... , tn-X} £ Rn .

Following a theorem in [AKN, p. 110] we have proved

Theorem 2. Each connected component ^J's of the level manifold JKC of the

cyclic-Toda hierarchy is diffeomorphic to the cylinder Rn/Zm = Tm x R"~m for

some m £ jV. There are coordinates y/o, ... , y/m-\rnoá2n and ao, ... ,

a„_m_i on Tm x R"~m in which the cyclic-Toda hierarchy takes the form

(21) -£— =0)hj, - U, -ST-ikj,       -KT~ — U,
Otj J Otj Otj J Otj

where «€{0, 1,..., m — 1}, /ce{0, l,...,«-m-l}, and j £jV .

This is in agreement with the Arnold-Liouville theorem in classical mechan-

ics. We recall here the early observation by Krishnaprasad [K] that 3latps(n)

is diffeomorphic to certain cylinders. Compare (27) with the linearization (17)
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of the Jacobi-Toda hierarchy. Theorem 2 implies that the level manifold Jfc

is diffeomorphic to the disjoint union (22) of cylinders. In particular, Jicn's

( ~ Rn ) is the level manifold of the Jacobi-Toda hierarchy originally discussed

by Moser [M]. Hence we have established a natural generalization of the cel-

ebrated finite nonperiodic one-dimensional Toda equation to the cyclic-Toda
hierarchy whose level manifold has nontrivial topology. Other types of general-

izations have been considered by many authors, based upon the representation

theory of Lie algebras (see the recent work [I] and references therein). It should

be remarked that the nontrivial topology of the Jacobi-Toda equation was dis-

cussed in [To], where the condition bj(t) > 0 in Aj(t) of §2 is relaxed into

bj(t) > 0. The resulting level manifold is homeomorphic to a convex set in R"

for any fixed set of mutually distinct eigenvalues {Ck}kajv ■

1. Conclusion

We have a very explicit way of seeing the level manifold of the cyclic-Toda

hierarchy which is a new completely integrable dynamical system of finite di-

mensions. We remark also that the hierarchy may be seen to describe a nonlinear
lattice of particles with a long range interaction. As we have observed, the hi-

erarchy completely parametrizes the space Mat(n) of rational functions. We

hope to have demonstrated in this paper that the rich structure of the cyclic-
Toda hierarchy stands revealed.
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